Section 3 details the implementation of this Kalman filter.
Section 4 compares the tracking accuracy of the tristatic filter to the accuracy of the TRADEX monostatic tracker. Some mathematical details have been collected in the appetAixes.
Basic Concept of the Multistatic Measurement System
The Multistatic Measurement System consists of the monostatic radar TRADEX and two remote sites on the islands of Gellinam and Illeginni.
A microwave link provides real time communibation between the three sites via a repeater station at Gagan. See Fig. 1 .
The equipment at each remote site includes:
(1) A radar antenna and receiver.
(2) Microwave communications hardware. 
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GENERAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MMS
This section presents the mathematical model used in the filter for the target motion bAtween measurements and the formulae relating target position to the MMS measurements.
Coordinate System
The coordinate system used in this filter is the KDC * reference system. This is a cartesian system with origin at the TRADEX antenna oriented so that the x, y, and z axes are pointing eastward, northward, and upward respectively. This choice of L coordinate :jstem allows for easy computation of ranges from the three antennas uaing their coordinates. It is also a convenient coordinate system in which to express target motion.
Equations of Motloa
The equations of motion discussed in this section are used in the filter to predict the motion of the target between measurements.
The equations of motion can be written as a system of first order differential equations using the state vector x = (x, y, z, x, y, z)T.
In vector form, these equations are
where 3.
ALGORITHMS AND EQUATIONS USED IN THE FILTER
Thi.s section describes the algorithms and equations used to implement the tristatic filter based on the mathematical model described in Section 2.
The next subsection gives an overview of the structure of the filter.
Overview of the Filter
The general organization of the tristatic filter is shown in To get started, the filter needs the following things supplied to it.
(1) Target position and velocity to use as a "Previous State" vector. Let Rp(k) = RT (x(tk I tk-l)), the predicted TRADEX range computed from the predicted state vector x(t tk..).
Let RM(k) = the measured TRADEX range at time tk.
For k = 1 to 30 define
For each k > 31 define the average d(k) and standard deviation a(k) of the previous 30 residuals by
Otherwise ( < -500
The above algorithm is written for TRADEX range.
To monitor the Gellinam bistatic range sum measurement, a similiar algorithm is used. In this version the measured UL bistatic range sum replaces the measured TRADEX range for each time tk, and SG (X(tk tk-l)) replaces
A similiar algorithm is also used for the Illeginni bistatic range sum.
Predicting Target Position and Velocity
The prediction of the target position and its velocity are based on numerical integration of the equations of motion where the rotation rate of the earth w is taken to be zero.
These simplications eliminate all the terms in the partial derivatives of acceleration except those involving drag.
The simplified Jacobian can be written The algorithm reduces the amount of computation required to predict the covariance matrix by taking advantage of the blocks of zeros and the identity matrix in the simplified Jacobian matrix as described below.
Partition the covariance matrix P into 3 by 3 blocks.
B Cl (3)
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where B and E are symmetric matrices.
The needed matrix products are given by: Using this notation the martrix products ara:
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
(1) Compute the drag term A using equation 2. Similiar associations hold for other configurations of the Sequential Update.
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EXAMPLE OF TRACKING WITT TRISTATIC FILTER
This example is drawn from the mission GTl00. The Sequential Update in the tristatic filter uses the partial derivatives of these five measurement functions, These derivatives are:
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